Sucrose stimulates branching morphogenesis of embryonic mouse lung in vitro: a problem of osmotic balance between lumen fluid and culture medium.
In organ cultures of lung rudiments from 11-day mouse embryos, it was found that addition of sucrose to the culture medium stimulated branching morphogenesis and reduced lumen distension. Two possible roles of sucrose were postulated: one as a nutrient and another as a generator of osmotic pressure inducing osmosis of water from the lumen fluid to the culture medium across a simple columnar epithelial cell layer. To assess which was the case, branching morphogenesis was investigated in lung rudiments cultured in medium in which osmotic pressure was increased by the addition of lactose or NaCl rather than sucrose: similar acceleration of branching was observed in both. In another experiment, lumen fluid of cultured lung rudiments was mechanically drained each day, and significantly stimulated branching morphogenesis was observed even when sucrose was not added to the culture medium. Heparin is known to induce abnormal lumen distension and inhibits branching morphogenesis. Heparin-induced abnormal morphogenesis was prevented either by the addition of sucrose to the culture medium or by the mechanical drainage of lumen fluid. These results suggest that lumen distension caused by the accumulation of lumen fluid disrupts lung branching morphogenesis in vitro, even when the mechanism of branching morphogenesis is intact.